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ABSTRACT
A POWER SCHEDULING SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR PLANETARY HABITATS
May 2002
GARY W. HUB AND
B.S. UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
M.S. AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
M.S. GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Directed by: Professor James Harris
Mankind has established a permanent presence in space with the International
Space Station. The next step is building habitats on the Moon or Mars. However, these
habitats will have to be nearly self-sustaining because replenishment from Earth will be
costly. Power for life support and other electrical devices will be limited and must be
monitored and allocated. This thesis develops the framework for power scheduling
software to perform these tasks.
The software includes a graphical user interface (GUI) to allow the user to interact
with the power schedule, a database and server, and a simulation for the effects of device
heat production on the habitat air temperature. The software was designed using objectoriented techniques to maximize code reuse and improve maintainability. Design
patterns were used to solve common programming problems. In particular, the modelview-controller pattern was used to decouple the data from the GUI views. The algorithm
iii

for partitioning the power data is developed using set notation, and the physical equation1
modeling the air temperature change due to device heat dissipation are derived and
implemented in the software.
Two power-scheduling scenarios arc presented to test the software. The first is
uncomplicated to allow comparison of the power partitioning with hand calculations.
The second demonstrates scheduling for two devices over a twenty-four hour period.
This is a more rigorous test of the GUI and the simulation. The results are compared to
the results from a general simulation package.
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Chapter I
Introduction
NASA is currently deploying the International Space Station and is studying life
support systems for human habitats for the Moon and Mars. These habitats must be
completely self-contained; carrying or regenerating all food, water, oxygen, and power
needed to support the human explorers [12].
A life support system must manage many activities including water recycling, air
recycling, environmental temperature regulation, food production, and electrical power all of which are highly inter-dependent [13]. For instance, food crops provide food for
the crew, absorb carbon dioxide, and produce oxygen. The crops cannot grow without
lamps that use electrical power. The lamps also create excess heat that is removed by a
heat rejection system that also uses electrical power. All of these activities must be
closely monitored and controlled because electrical power will be very limited.
NASA Johnson Space Center has completed the Lunar-Mars Life Support Test
Project (LMLSTP) demonstrating regenerative life support systems for water and air for a
ninety-one day period with a four-man crew [10]. The latest project, the Advanced Life
Support Systems Integrated Test Bed (ALSSITB), was supposed to demonstrate the life
support system for a four-man crew for over one year. The project, however, was
canceled because of funding problems with the International Space Station.
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The ALSSITB (Figure 1-1) is a life support technology demonstration testbed
located within a building at NASA Johnson Space Center in Houston Texas. It is selfcontained in terms of water, oxygen, and food, but not power.

Figure 1-1: NASA's ALSSITB
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The ALSSITB is a complex collection of humans, plants, and devices designed to
keep humans alive for extended periods. Air, water, and waste must be recycled and the
proper temperature and oxygen/nitrogen/carbon dioxide atmosphere must be maintained.
This artificial biosphere cannot operate properly without the help of equipment to recycle
air, water and waste; dispose of wastes; grow food and provide heating and cooling. All
of this, of course, takes electrical power.
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The main goal of this thesis is to develop a software framework for habitat power
scheduling. The physical modeling of the habitat devices will be minimal; enough to
demonstrate the usefulness of the software. Only one chamber and some of the devices
within it are included. This limits the software simulation physical model to the power
consumed by each device, the heat transferred into the room, and the heat rejection
system to remove excess heat.
Up to this point, NASA has concentrated on the design of the food and air
processing systems of the life support test bed [4, 10, 11], Only one recent paper [2] has
directly addressed the power management problem. Crawford, et. al. used a market-based
bidding algorithm to broker power between competing devices with the goal of
decreasing peak demands and decreasing the average power used.
The software has a Graphical User Interface (GUI) allowing the user to schedule
device on/off times and simulate the resulting power usage and environmental
temperature for a single habitat chamber (see Figure 1-2). The simulation maintains a list
of power consuming devices where each device is modeled by a name, amount of power
consumed, and a schedule of activities. Each activity tracks when the device is in use.
The simulation then takes the device schedules as input and produces power usage vs.
time data, statistics on power use, and habitat air temperature vs. time data. The power
and temperature data are then displayed as charts in the GUI.

4

Figure 1-2: BioSim Graphical User Interface
& Applet viewer. HioSim.class

The following chapters describe the software in detail. Chapter E, Software
Description and Architecture, briefly describes the software from the user's point of view
and then describes the overall organization of the software. Chapter ED, Data Structures,
Database and Server, describes the persistent data stored in the database, the relational
database structure, and the server that extracts data from the database and returns the data
to the client. Chapter FV is a description of the client GUI and the data model that
communicates with the server. Next, Chapter V describes the discrete event/continuous
simulation that takes the device schedules as input and produces data for the charts and
statistics. Chapter VI presents test results of using the software to analyze two scenarios
and compares the results with calculations and an AWESIM simulation. Finally, Chapter
VII offers conclusions and possible future work.

Chapter II
Software Description and Architecture
Software Description
This section describes the software from the user's point of view.

The software

can be executed stand-alone as a Java application or as an Applet. For the Applet, the user
needs a browser such as Internet Explorer (requires Java plug-in) or Netscape (version 6.0
or higher) and the URL to the html file with the embedded Applet.
The user first sees the multiple document interface of the GUI as shown in Figure
1-2. There are four windows - Devices Schedule, Power vs. Time, Temperature vs. Time,
and Simulation Statistics. The user can interact with each window in the normal manner:
maximize, minimize, resize, scroll, and move.
The Devices Schedule window (Figure 0-1) graphically displays the schedule and
allows the user to change the schedule using the mouse. The devices are listed in the left
of the window with the corresponding schedule to the right. The scale at the top shows
the time in minutes. The user can scroll the list up and down and the schedule left and
right. To add a device to the list, the user simply right-clicks the list and chooses a device
from the drop-down box. To view a device's properties, the user places the cursor over
the device name. A device's schedule is represented by an orange bar, the beginning of
the bar is when the device powers on and the end when it powers off.

To delete a

schedule, the user right-clicks on the schedule bar and chooses delete from the pop-up
menu. To add a schedule, the user right-clicks in an empty area of the schedule, chooses
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add from the pop-up menu, and enters the start and stop times. To modify a schedule, the
user can drag the schedule bar to a new start time, drag the beginning of the bar to a new
start time, or drag the end of the bar to a new stop time. When the user changes the
schedule, the schedule window displays changes to automatically scheduled devices such
as the HVAC Blower as well as updating the plots and statistics windows.

Figure II-l: Devices Schedule Window
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The Power vs. Time and Temperature vs. Time windows (Figure 11-2 and Figure
11-3) are less interactive, they only allow scrolling. The time scale matches the time scale
in the Devices Schedule window so the user can easily match the schedule with the plots.

Figure II-2: Temperature vs. Time Plot
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Figure II-3: Power vs. Time Plot
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The Simulation Statistics window (Figure 11-4) displays important power use data.
This includes total power used in kiloWatt-hours, time averaged power in kiloWatts, and
the first peak power and time.

Figure II-4: Simulation Statistics Window
Q Simulation Statistics
Total energy used = 6.20 kW-hrs
Time averaged power = 0.27 kW
First peak power = 4.56 kW at 287.00 minutes
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Software Architecture
The software uses a client/server/database (Figure 11-5) architecture [3]. This
architecture is commonly used in Internet applications where the client is a web browser
that connects to the server across a network to provide access to the database. This
architecture can also easily be used for a stand-alone application or an application shared
on an intranet. With this architecture, the client requests data from the server using a Java
Remote Method Invocation (RMI). The server then executes a query on the database
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using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) and returns the resulting data to the client. The
client then displays the data using the GUI.

Figure II-5: Client/Server/Database Architecture
Client Server

A Java application/applet is used for the client, a Java application for the server,
and a Microsoft Access database is used to store the schedule and device data. The
database structure is relational and can easily be ported to another database such as
Oracle. JDBC can also communicate with all commonly used databases. The client
includes the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for changing the power schedule and viewing
results, a data model to represent the database data on the client side, and the simulation
to produce the results. The software architecture is shown in Figure II-6.

Figure II-6: Software Architecture
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Figure II-7 is a sequence diagram showing the overall interaction of the GUI, data
model, simulator, and server. Only the schedule window is shown, the other windows
would only interact with the data model if new data were available. The client first creates
a data model. The data model begins by requesting schedule data from the server. The
server submits a query to the database to retrieve the schedule data and returns the data to
the data model. The data model then runs the simulator to obtain the data for the GUI
components. The client next creates the GUI and each GUI component registers as a
listener with the data model and receives the latest data. The GUI then displays all of the
components. This division of the software into a data view and a data model is called the
Model-View-Controller pattern [5]. This pattern is discussed in depth in Chapter V,
Graphical User Interface and Data Model.
When the user changes the schedule in the GUI schedule window, the window
notifies the data model. The data model updates the database and runs the simulation
with the new schedule. The data model then notifies each GUI component that the data
has changed and each GUI component calls the appropriate data model method to receive
updated data. The user then sees the updated plots and power statistics.
The following chapters discuss each part of the software in more detail.

Figure II-7: Overview Sequence Diagram
Server

GUI
Create data model

Data Model
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Schedule Window Create window
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Chapter III
Data Structures, Database, and Server
The starting point for any software project is the data specification. In this case,
the software is modeling the power consumption and heat output of a set of devices as the
devices power on and power off over a period of time. Each device is characterized by a
name, power consumption; heat generated, and power on/off activities. This data is
stored for each device and used in the simulation to produce charts and power statistics.
This chapter develops the software data structures, describes the corresponding database
table structure, and discusses the server part of the software.
Data Structures
The schedule consists of a list of devices; each device has a list of activities, and
each activity has a start time and an end time. This is represented using set notation as
follows. Let D be the set of all devices:

D = {di,d2, ds, ..., dn},
where d, is the ith device and n is the number of devices. For each device,

d, = {name, power, heat, Aj}
If A is the set of all activities for all devices, then the activities for a single device are
represented by

A, — { aj |, aj 2? 3.1,3) ■ • •» ^i,m } >
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where

is the jth activity for device i, and m is the number of activities for device i.

Each activity is an ordered pair
2-i,j = (Si,j> Cjj),
representing a start and an end time. Suppose the schedule contains two devices: room
lights and a microwave oven. The lights consume 100 Watts of power and generate 3
Watts of heat. The lights turn on two minutes into the simulation and turn off at five
minutes; they again turn on at fourteen minutes and off at eighteen minutes. The
microwave requires 500 Watts of power and generates 5 Watts of heat with on/off events
at 2/6 minutes and 10/20 minutes. The set representation is

D = {d,, d2}
A = {A1,A2}
d, = {lights, 100, 3, A, }
A] — { a],i < ai,2 }
„ _ , , „
a, ,=(2,5) a12 =(14,18)

Equations
III-l
4

d2 ={ microwave, 500,5, A2 }
Aj

{ <12,1 ' ^ 2,2 )

a21=(2,6)

a22 =(10,20)

This example and the set notation are used in Chapter V to illustrate how the simulation
builds the power chart from the device data.
The Device class contains the data for one device - the device name, power, and
the activities. Table Bl-2 shows all of the attributes and methods for the Device class.
Besides the usual get and set methods, the class has methods to add an activity, remove
all activities, check if the device has any activities, and test for equality with another
device.
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Database
The database contains the set of all devices, D, and the related set of all activities,
A. D is implemented in the database as the table tblDevices and A as the table
tblDeviceActivities (Figure LU-l). Each entry in tblDevices has the data for one device:
device name (device), power used (power), and heat. The device name is also the key, so
the table cannot contain duplicate devices. tblDeviceActivities contains the start time
(start_day, start_hour, start_minute) and end time (stop_day, stop_time, stop_minute) for
each activity. The device table has a one-to-many relationship with the activities table each device may have many activities. The database was implemented using Microsoft
Access.

Figure III-l: Database Tables and Relationships

tblDeviceActivities
ID
device
start_day
start_hour
start_ininute
stop_day
stop_hour
stop_minute
Server
The server provides access to the data in the database for the client (see Figure
II-5 and Figure 111-3). When the client needs to insert, update, delete, or retrieve data
from the database, it uses Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [3] to call a server
method to perform the action. The server is first added to the RMI registry and then
connects to the database using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). The server then
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waits for a request from the client in the form of a method call and executes a query to
insert, update, delete, or retrieve data. The data is returned from the database to the
server in a recordset and the server extracts the data and returns the data to the client. A
typical sequence of calls is shown in Figure III-3. The classes used by the Server to
support network communication and database connectivity are shown in Figure III-2.

Figure III-2: Server Class Relationships

SimServer (Table B2-1) is the server class. To support network communications,
it extends UniCastRemoteObject, a Java API class, and implements SimServerlnterface
(Table B2-2).
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Figure III-3: Partial Server Sequence Diagram

Register server
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SimServerlnterface defines the methods available to remote clients through RMI.
These include getScheduleData() which returns all activities of all devices via a Vector of
Schedule_Db (Table Bl-4), deleteActivityQ to delete an activity, updateActivityO to
change the start and/or end time, insertActivityQ to add an activity, getDeviceListO to
return the list of devices without activities from tblDevices, and deleteSchedule() to
delete all activities for a device.
SimServer also has several helper methods for execution of queries and data
extraction from the record sets returned by queries. There are two methods for query
execution - executeQueryQ to execute queries that return record sets and executeUpdate()
to execute insert, update, and delete queries. The data extraction methods format the data
returned by a query into a data structure acceptable to the data model. The
getScheduleDataQ method uses extractScheduleDataQ to place the device information
and activities into a Device object and each device into a Vector for return to the data
model. The getDeviceListO method uses extractDeviceListQ to place information about
each device that does not have activities into a Device object and each object is placed in
a Vector for return to the data model.
Schedule_Db represents a single activity in tblDeviceSchedule and includes
instance variable _id for the record key in the table as well as instance variables for the
start and end times. This class is used to pass data about an activity between the server
and the client data model.
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RMI (Figure III-4) allows two objects to communicate transparently across a
network. The local object need only know the location of the remote object (a machine
address) and the available methods of the remote object. The client actually
communicates through a server stub located on the client machine, which in turn
communicates across the network with the client skeleton on the server machine. The
client skeleton then communicates with the server.

Figure III-4: RMI
Client
Client
Process

Server
Server
Process

The server communicates with the database using queries written in the Structured
Query Language (SQL), a standard query language for relational databases. For example,
to retrieve all of the activities for all devices a SQL query selects the data for each device
from the devices table and all records from the activity table with the device name (see
Table III-l).
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Table III-l: SQL Query to retrieve all schedules
SELECT tblDeviceActivities.ID, tblDeviceActivities.device,
tblDevices.power, tblDevices.heat, tblDeviceActivities.start_day,
tblDeviceActivities.start_hour, tblDeviceActivities.start_minute,
tblDeviceActivities.stop_day, tblDeviceActivities.stop_hour,
tblDeviceActivities.stop_minute
FROM tblDevices
INNER JOIN tblDeviceActivities
ON tblDevices.device = tblDeviceActivities.device
ORDER BY tblDeviceActivities.device, tblDeviceActivities.start_day,
tblDeviceActivities.start_hour, tblDeviceActivities.start_minute,
tblDeviceActivities.stop_day, tblDeviceActivities.stop_hour,
tblDeviceActivities.stop_minute;

The server uses Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) classes to connect to the
database and submit queries. DriverManager creates database connections, Statement is
used to form SQL statements, and ResultSet holds the data returned from the successful
execution of a SQL statement.
The next chapter discusses the graphical user interface that allows the user to
interact with the database and the data model used to communicate with the server.

Chapter IV
Graphical User Interface and Data Model
This chapter covers the client side of the software, the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) and the data model. This breaks the client into data views and a data model, called
a model-view-controller or observer pattern [5, 6J. The model-view-controller pattern
separates the data from the display of data allowing many different views of the same
data. Each view registers with the data model as a listener. When the data changes, the
model notifies each listener and the listener calls the appropriate method of the model to
receive the new data. This chapter starts with a description of the client GUI (the views),
and then describes the data model that interacts with the server.
Graphical User Interface
The GUI is the view/controller or observer part of the client software. It allows
the user to graphically change the device schedule and immediately see the resulting
effect on power consumption. See the Software Description section of Chapter II for a
detailed discussion of using the client GUI.
Java is particularly suited for GUI programming because it has an extensive set of
GUI components in its AWT and Swing libraries [8], A design goal for the client GUI
was to use these classes as much as possible taking advantage of their built-in
functionality. For instance, the ActivityLabel class was built upon the JLabel [3] class to
take advantage of its built-in text, color, mouse, cursor, and menu capabilities.
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Figure IV-1: GUI sequence diagram for activity change

Figure IV-1 is a sequence diagram showing the actions performed by the GUI
objects when the GUI is initialized and when the user changes an activity. Only the
objects involved are shown in the diagram. The GUI starts by creating a data model
object from the SimModel class (Table Bl-1), then the various GUI components are
created: the schedule window from SimScheduleScroll (Table B3-2), the plot windows
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from SimPowerPlot (Table B3-4) and SimTemperaturePlot (Table B3-5), and the
statistics window from StatScroll (Table B3-3). Each of these windows then registers as
a listener with the data model so it can update its view when new data is available.
SimScheduleScroll initially receives the information on the devices in the schedule and
then adds each device and its schedule of activities to the view. Each device has a
graphical equivalent, DeviceLabel (Table B3-10), and each activity has a graphical
equivalent, ActivityLabel (Table B3-9). SimScheduleScroll then adds the automatically
scheduled devices generated by the simulation to the view. When an activity is added to
the view, it first adds mouse listeners and pop-up menus to allow the user to change the
activity. When this occurs, the activity calls the updateActivityQ or deleteActivityO
method of the data model. The data model then updates the database, runs the
simulation, and notifies all listeners that new data is available by calling the listeners
modelChangedQ method. The listener then calls the appropriate method of the data
model and updates its view.
Figure rV-2, Figure rV-3, and Figure IV-4 show the class relationship diagrams
for the GUI classes.

The desktop pane is the main application window for the multiple

document interface (MDI) as shown in Figure 1-2. Each document is contained in a
JIntemalFrame window. There are four document windows - one for the simulation
statistics, one for the power vs. time plot, one for the temperature vs. time plot, and one
for the power schedule.
The two plot windows inherit functionality from the PlotScroll class (Table B4-1)
that is the primary class in the plotting package (Figure IV-4). The plotting package
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consists of a XYData class (Table B4-2) for plot data, a XYPlotPanel class (Table B4-3)
to display the plot, a XAxisPanel class (Table B4-4) to draw the plot x-axis, and a
YAxisPanel (Table B4-5) to draw the plot y-axis. The PlotScroll class combines these
classes into a component that allows a scrollable plot, a major innovation that allows the
user to see detail in all parts of a plot.

Figure IV-2: GUI Class Diagram

Simiistener
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Figure IV-3: SimScheduleScroll Class Diagram

Figure IV-4: PlotScroli Class Diagram

The schedule window (see Figure IV-5) consists of a list of devices. Each device
has its name on the left side and a schedule of start/end times (activities) on the right side
represented as bars arranged on a time line. The beginning of the bar represents the start
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time and the end of the bar represents the stop time for the activity. Figure IV-S also
shows all of the components that make-up the window allowing it to show and change all
of the schedule information in a scrollable pane.

Figure IV-5: Devices Schedule Window

SchedulePanel contained in a
JScrollPane
Data Model
The data model enables other client objects to change the schedule data and
retrieve updated schedule data. The model provides access to the schedule through the
server by calling server methods and runs the simulation when the schedule changes. The
SimModel class (Table Bl-1) contains the models methods and data.
Figure IV-? shows a sequence diagram for the actions when the user inserts an
activity into a device schedule and Figure rV-6 shows the static class structure.
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SimModel initializes by retrieving a reference to the server, retrieving the schedule data
from the server, and then running the simulation. Listener objects can then register using
the addListenerQ method of SimModel. When the user changes the schedule, the GUI
calls the appropriate method of SimModel, and the model calls the corresponding server
method. SimModel then calls its fireChangeQ method to retrieve updated data from the
server, run the simulation, and notify all listeners that new data is available by calling the
listeners modelChangedQ method. All listeners are required to implement this method as
required by the SimListener interface (Table Bl-5). Each listener then retrieves its
updated data by calling the appropriate method of SimModel.

Figure IV-6: Data Model Class Diagram
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Figure IV-7: Data Model Partial Sequence Diagram

Chapter V
Simulation
This chapter covers the last part of the software - the simulation. The simulation
takes the device schedules as input and produces the power vs. time and temperature vs.
time data. It automatically schedules the heat rejection system based on the room
temperature. This chapter first describes the habitat physical model, then uses set
notation to show how the device schedules are used to obtain the power vs. time data.
Then the equations describing the temperature variation with the heat transfer into the
chamber air are derived. Next, the equations for the simulation statistics are given, and
finally the software implementation is described.
Habitat Physical Model
The main goal of this thesis is to develop a software framework for habitat power
scheduling. The physical modeling of the habitat devices will be minimal; enough to
demonstrate the usefulness of the software. Only one chamber and some of the devices
within it are included (Figure V-l). This limits the software simulation physical model to
the power consumed by each device, the heat transferred into the room, and the heat
rejection system to remove excess heat.
It is assumed the chamber is perfectly insulated; no heat is lost or gained through
the chamber walls. When a device turns-on, it begins consuming power and generating
heat (Qin). The heat is instantaneously transferred evenly throughout the air in the habitat.
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When a device turns-off, both power consumption and heat transfer stop. The chamber
air temperature will gradually increase because of the heat transfer from the devices [1],
The blower starts when the temperature difference from ambient increases above a
positive threshold. Heat is then transferred out of the chamber (Q0u<) decreasing the air
temperature until the temperature drops below a negative threshold and the blower turnsoff.

Figure V-l: Chamber Model

Power Algorithm
A simulation is a computer model of a real-world system that provides a
prediction of how the system will act to aide in problem solving. In this case, a habitat
chamber is modeled to provide power usage and air temperature data. The habitat as a
system includes the habitat structure, humans, plants, an atmosphere, and electronic
devices. Since the objective is to model power consumption, the simulation only includes
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the devices. Each device has two discrete behaviors - start of power consumption and
end of power consumption. These events must be aggregated into partitions to produce
the power versus time bar chart; allow calculation of the average power and total energy
consumed. Using the set notation from Chapter III, the algorithm for the simulation is as
follows. Let S = {Sjj I Sjj e Aj} be the set of start times and E = {ey I ey e Aj) be the set
of end times. Then create Q, an ordered set of discrete times (q) that form partitions of
the activities. Thus,
Q = { qk I qk € EuS and qk < qk+1 }
where k is a discrete event and k+1 is the next discrete event. Each partition is a single
bar on the chart and represents a period of time when one or more devices are consuming
power. The total power used during the time-period is the sum of the powers of all
devices in the partition
Powerk+\ = Powerk -I-

^ poweri *8
h S<7t S'ei

where Power is the total power for a partition, powen is the power for the ith device and 5
is defined as

£ = { 1,965
[-l,?e E
The 8 operator adds the power for a start event and subtracts the power for an end event.
Using the example data from Chapter III,
Q = { 2|S, 22s, 5ie, 62e, 102s, 14is, 18ie, ZOie }
where the s subscript represents a start event and the e subscript an end event. Iterating
through Q produces the total power during a partition as shown in Table V-l. Pairs of
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times form the partitions (bar chart divisions). The first partition is from 2 to 5 minutes
with a total power of 600 Watts, and the second partition is from 5 to 6 minutes with a
total power of 500 Watts.

Table V-l: Power partition calculations
Time (mins)
2
5
6
10
14
18
20

Power Calculation
0+(poweri*l)+(power2*l) = 100+500
600+(poweri*-l) = 600-100
500+(power2*-l) = 500-500
0+(power2*l)
500+(poweri * 1) = 500+100
600+(power i * -1) = 600-100
SOO+Cpowe^*-!) = 500-500

Power (Watts)
600
500
0
500
600
500
0

Heat Transfer Equations
The heat transfer from a device to the surrounding air is a continuous physical
process that increases the internal energy of the habitat and thus increases the habitat air
temperature. This physical process is modeled under the assumption that the heat transfer
is instantaneous and evenly distributed within the habitat. This allows the temperature to
be calculated by knowing only the total heat transfer rate from all devices using a
relationship between the internal energy and the temperature [7], Let Qin be the heat
added to the system over some time period dt, Qom be the heat removed from the system
over dt, U be the internal energy of the system, u the specific internal energy, T the
temperature, M the total mass of the air in the system, and Cy the specific heat at constant
volume. Referring to Figure V-l, the energy balance of the system is
Af/ = Qm - Qout

Equation V-l

The specific internal energy is related to the temperature by
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All — CvAT

Equation V-2

The relationship between the internal energy and temperature is then

AU — McvAT

Equation V-3

Substituting (3) into (1) and solving for AT

Krr

Qin
~

Qout
Equation V-4

Qin must be calculated from the known heat transfer of all of the devices

dQ
.
devices V
/ device

Equation V-5

Qout is the energy transferred out of the system by the heat rejection system
'dQ)
Qou, =

dt

Equation V-6
V dt j (out

The temperature from one time step to the next is calculated using

=

Tn + AT" Equation V-7

Equations V-4 through V-7 give the change in air temperature due the heat transferred
from the devices to the chamber air and the removal of heat by the heat rejection system.
These equations apply to any device. The calculation of dQ/dt is unique for each
device and requires detailed modeling of radiation, conduction, and convection of heat.
For this study, the assumption of instantaneous transfer of heat when the device starts
allows the heat transfer for each device to be modeled as a constant.
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The physical properties of the chamber air (Table V-2) were calculated for forty
percent humidity and an ambient temperature of twenty-two degrees Celsius. The mass
of the air in the chamber was calculated by multiplying the chamber volume by the air
density.

Table V-2: Chamber air properties
Property
Chamber volume
Air density
Chamber air mass
Specific heat (constant volume)

Value
185.2
0.0168
3.1
1010.2

Units
cubic meters
kilograms/cubic meter
kilograms
Joules/(kilogram*Centrigrade)

Simulation Statistics
The simulation is required to calculate the total energy used, the time-averaged
power, and the peak power and time for the simulation period. Let p(t) be the power, t be
time, and T the total simulation time. Then the total energy, E, used during the
simulation is
T
^
o

Equation V-8

The time-averaged power, p , is
T
jp(t)dt
~
o
P~
j,

_
~ j, Equation V-9

For the software algorithm Equation V-8 becomes
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n
^~ ^
/=0

Equation V-10

The peak power is the maximum power attained during the simulation period.
The peak, power and the time it occurs are tracked within the simulation loop.

Simulation Software
The simulation software implements the discrete power algorithm and the
continuous heat transfer equations using the classes shown in Figure V-2. The sequence
diagram is shown in Figure V-3. The Simulator (Table B5-1) class is the base class for
the simulation. It encapsulates an EventList (Table B5-5) object for the simulator's
ordered queue of events, a state variable array ( _states[] ), a global variable array (
_globals[] ), the simulation time, time increment, and the usual get() and set() methods.

Figure V-2: Simulation classes
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The State class (Table B5-6) contains user-defined code to calculate the simulated
system's change in state from one time to the next. The state and global variables for the
chamber model are shown in Table V-3. These variables are used to implement
equations (4)-(7) to calculate the chamber temperature after each time step.

Table V-3: Simulation state and global variables
Variable
_states[0]

Description
Heat gained by chamber air (Qjn) in Joules over the time increment.

_states[l]
_states[2]
_globals[0]
_globals[l]

Heat lost by chamber air (Qom) in Joules over the time increment.
Relative chamber air temperature in degrees Centigrade. 0 is ambient.
Total heat gain rate (dQin/dt) in Joules per second.
Total heat loss rate (dQ0Ut/dt) in Joules per second.

The BioSimulator class (Table B5-2) specializes the Simulator class for the
chamber model. When the data model calls the simulator startQ method the simulation
initializes, then receives the schedule data and places each start and end event,
represented by a BioPowerEvent (Table B5-4) object, in an EventList object. The
EventList object orders the BioPowerEvent objects by time with the lowest time at the
beginning of the queue. BioSimulator then calls doEventsQ to begin the simulation loop.
Inside the loop, the temperature is checked to determine if the blower is on or off. Then,
if the simulation time matches the next event time, a BioPowerEvent object is removed
from the queue and executed. The State object calculateQ method is called to update the
temperature, and the time is incremented. The simulation runs until all BioPowerEvent
objects are removed from the queue or the maximum simulation time is exceeded.
Finally, a Vector of simulation data is returned to the data model. This Vector includes
power and temperature plot data as well as the blower (auto device) schedule.
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The Statistics class (Table B5-7) is user defined to calculate any statistical
simulation data. In this case, it implements Equations V-9 and V-10 and tracks the peak
power and time. The simulation calls the calculateQ method inside the simulation loop to
accumulate data on time persistent variables. The toStringO method completes the
calculations and formats the data for display in the statistics window.
This completes the software description. The next chapter presents testing results
where the software outputs are compared to an AWESIM simulation of the chamber.
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Figure V-3: Partial Simulator Sequence Diagram

3"/

Chapter VI
Software Testing
This chapter tests the software using two scenarios. The first scenario is the
example device schedule from Chapter m. This is a simple example to verify the power
partition algorithm. The second scenario is a more complicated pattern of on/off events
covering a full day (1440 minutes). The power and temperature profiles of this scenario
are compared to an AWESEM simulation of the chamber.
Scenario 1
Scenario 1 involves a microwave oven and lights with the start/end times in
Equations III-l and the resulting power partitions in Table V-l. Table VI-1 shows that
the power partitions from the simulator agree perfectly with the data from Table V-1.
Figure VI-1 shows the resulting power plot that also agrees with Table VI-1 and Figure
VI-2 shows the corresponding schedule.

Table VI-1: Calculated vs. simulated power partitions
Time (mins)
2
5
6
10
14
18
20

Calculated power (Watts)
600
500
0
500
600
500
0

Simulator Power (Watts)
600
500
0
500
600
500
0
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Figure VI-1: Scenario 1 power plot
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Figure VI-2: Scenario 1 schedule
Devices Schedule
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Scenario 2
This scenario includes a microwave and a stove operating over a twenty-four hour
(1440 minutes) period. The temperature in this scenario will fluctuate enough to test the
temperature model and auto device scheduling of the blower. The long time-period will
also test the scrolling capabilities of the windows. Table VI-2 shows the properties of
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each device.

While the blower is operating, the heat rejection system removes ten Watts

of heat. As mentioned in Chapter V, heat transfer is assumed instantaneous and constant.
The heat transfer rates in the table are not physically realistic, but were chosen to give
reasonable air temperature changes.

Table VI-2: Scenario 2 devices properties
Device
Microwave oven
Stove top range
Blower

Power (Watts)
1872
1320
2684

Heat (Watts)
5
3
2

For comparison a chamber model was created using AWESIM, a general
simulation package. Appendix C explains in detail the AWESIM network model for the
chamber. This model randomly generated the activities for the microwave and range
given a desired statistical distribution. The AWESIM generated device schedules were
then used in BioSim so that the results from each simulation could be compared. Both
models ran with one-tenth of a minute time step.
Appendix D contains the device schedule, power, and temperature for both
simulations at each device event. Table VI-3 compares the simulation statistics and
Figure VI-3 is the power vs. time and the temperature vs. time plots.

Table VI-3: Scenario 2 statistics comparison
Statistic
Energy used (kW-hrs)
Average power (kW)
Peak power (kW)/time (min)

AWESIM
6.14
0.26
4.56/117.5

BioSim
6.18
0.27
4.56/287

The two simulations agree very closely as shown in Table VI-3 and Figure VI-3.
The slight discrepancies are caused by the BioSim model waiting until the next minute to
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schedule the blower start/end event, but AWESEM scheduled the event to the nearest
tenth of a minute. This caused the largest time of peak power for the AWESIM model to
be 117.5 minutes where the peak power time for BioSim was 287 minutes. The
AWESIM peak time occurred at minute 117.5 when the blower started while the
microwave was running. BioSim did not start the blower until 118 minutes, after the
microwave tumed-off, so a peak power did not occur at that time. This is a current
limitation of the BioSim GUI and not the simulator; control of activity start/end times to
the second can be added if needed.
Figure VI-3: Scenario 2 Results Comparison
Power vs. Time
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Chapter VII
Conclusions
This work has described a software framework for the manipulation of a habitat
power schedule and the control of a heat rejection system through simulation of the
chamber air temperature. BioSim provides a specialized interface and simulation for the
study of the power requirements of a habitat bio-sphere.
The software was designed using object-oriented principles to maximize code
reuse and minimize necessary classes.

The code was divided into four major parts: the

graphical user interface (GUI), the data model, the simulation, and the server/database.
Many software design patterns were used to ensure efficient code. For example, the
model-view-controller design pattern was used to loosely couple the data model and the
GUI views to improve maintainability.
The software was also demonstrated to correctly solve the problem within the
design requirements. The output of the software was shown to match hand calculations
for the device power partitioning. The software simulation was also shown to give the
same results as a general simulation package for the device power and chamber
temperature simulation.
The software provides a framework for a habitat power model. Many
improvements must be made before it can provide the sophisticated analysis needed for
habitat power system design and control. In the short term, these improvements include:
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Higher fidelity chamber model (add plants, humans, other auto
devices, oxygen/carbon dioxide levels, detailed model of device
heating/cooling)
Generalize simulator (add resources, schedule device to second,
random variable generation, integration of ordinary differential
equations)
Add more functionality to GUI (add menus, add more pop-up menus,
synchronize windows)
Rewrite the server using servlets or Enterprise Java Beans.
In the long term, an artificial intelligence algorithm may be added to give scheduling
advice to the human occupants of the habitat. And maybe, one day, this software will
help humans start the first permanent lunar or Mars settlement.
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Appendix A: Installation Guide
This appendix discusses how to compile and execute BioSim. BioSim will run on
any computer with Java 1.3 or latter (must support Java Swing) installed. Java can be
downloaded from www.iava.sun.com. Microsoft Access was used as the database, but
any relational database may be used. Minor modifications may be necessary to the
SimServer.java file for database connections and SQL queries to extract data. The
instructions below assume you are installing on a PC using a Microsoft operating system
such as Windows 2000 or XP.
1. Compile the software.
a. Change to the directory containing the Java files.
b. javac *.java
2. Create the server rmi communication stubs.
a.

rmic SimServer

3. Create the ODBC data source for the database.
a. Open Control Panel, then Aministrative Tools.
b. Open Data Sources (ODBC).
c. Create a new data source by clicking on the Add button.
d. Choose Microsoft Access driver, then click Finish.
e. Click on the Configure button.
f. Type devices for the data source name.
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g. Click on the select button and choose the database file.
h. Click on the OK button.
4. Start the rmi registry.
a.

start rmiregistry

5. Start the server.
a.

start Java SimServer

6. Start the GUI.
a. Application: Java BioSim
b. Applet: open BioSimApplet.html in a browser.

Appendix B: Class Diagrams
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Appendix Bl: Data Model Classes

Table Bl-1: SimModel Class
SimModel
_serverURL: String
_server: SimServerInterface
_listeners: Vector
_db: boolean
_demo: DemoData
SimModel(serverURL:String)
SimModel()
addListener{1istener:SimListener):void
get_server(): SimServerlnterface
get_serverURL():String
removeListener(listener:SimListener):boolean
fireChange():void
insertActivity(device:Device,sDb:Schedule_Db):long
deleteSchedule(device:Device):void
deleteActivity(activity:Schedule_Db):void
updateActivity(activity:Schedule_Db):void
getScheduleData():Vector
getDeviceList():Vector
getServer():SimServerInterface
callServer(operation:String, sDb:Schedule_Db):void

Table Bl-2: Device Class
Device
- _name: String
- _power: double
- _air_cooled: double
- activities: Vector
Device(String name,double power,double air_cooled)
String get_name()
double get_power()
double get_air_cooled()
Vector get_activities()
void set_name(String name)
void set_power(double power)
void set_air_cooled(double percent_air_cooled)
void add_activity(Schcdule_Db)
void removeAHActivitiesO
boolean isScheduleEmptyO
boolean equals(Device device)
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Table Bl-3: Schedule Class
Schedule
- _start_day: int
- _start_hour: int
- _start_ininute: int
- _stop_day: int
- _stop_hour: int
- _stop_minute: int
+ Schedule()
+ Schedule_Db(id: long, start_day: int, start_hour: int,
start_ininute: int, stop_day: int, stop_hour: int.
stop_minute: int)
+ set_times(start_day: int, start_hour: int,
start_minute: int, stop_day: int.
stop_hour: int, stop_minute: int)
+ get_start_day(): int
+ get_start_hour(): int
+ get_start_minute(): int
+ get_start_minutes(): int
+ get_start_seconds(): int
+ get_stop_day(): int
+ get_stop_hour(): int
+ get_stop_ininute ( ) : int
+ get_stop_minutes(): int
+ get_stop_seconds(): int
+ set_start_day(d: int)
+ set_start_hour(d: int)
+ set_start_minute(d: int)
+ set_stop_day(d: int)
+ set_stop_hour(d: int)
+ set_stop_minute(d: int)
+ lessThan(s: Schedule): boolean

Table Bl-4: Schedule_Db Class
Schedule_Db
- _id: long
+ Schedule_Db()
+ Schedule_Db(id: long, start_day: int, start_hour: int,
start_minute: int, stop_day: int, stop_hour: int,
stop_minute: int)
+ get_id(): long
+ set_id(id: long): void
+ equals(sDb: Schedule_Db): boolean

Table Bl-5: SimListener Interface Class
« SimListener »
+ modelChanged(): void
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Table Bl-6: DemoData Class
DemoData
- _idCount: int
- _devices: Vector
DemoData()
insertActivity(device:Device,sDb:Schedule_Db):long
deleteSchedule(device:Device):void
deleteActivi ty(activity:Schedule_Db) :void
updateActivity(activity:Schedule_Db):void
getScheduleData():Vector
getDeviceList():Vector

Table Bl-7: SimAttributes Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Sim Attributes
leftMargin - 0: int
rightMargin = 0: int
topMargin = 3: int
bottomMargin = 5: int
barWidth = 20: int
scheduleFont: Font
chartFont: Font
chartColor = Color.black: Color
backgroundColor = Color.lightGray: Color
chartYMax = 10: int
chartYMin = 0: int
chartHeight = 150: int
chartXTickLength = 7: int
chartYLabel = "Power {kilowatts)": String
chartXLabel - "Time (minutes)": String
SERVERURL = "rmi://localhost/simserver": String
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Appendix B2: Server Classes

Table B2-1: SimServer Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

SimServer
_dbConnection: Connection
DB: String = "jdbc:odbc:devices"
DRIVER: String = "sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver"
SERVERNAME: String = "simserver"
SimServer()
getScheduleData(): Vector
deleteActivity(ddata: Schedule_Db): void
updateActivity(ddata: Schedule_Db): void
insertActivity(name: String, ddata: Schedule_Db): long
getDeviceList(): Vector
deleteSchedule(devicename: String): void
extractScheduleData(rs: ResultSet): Vector
extractDeviceList(rs: ResultSet): Vector
executeQuery(sqlQuery: String): ResultSet
getID(name: String, sDb: Schedule_Db): long
executeUpdate(sqlQuery: String): int

Table B2-2: SimServerlnterface Class
+
+
+
+
+
+

« SimServerlnterface »
getScheduleData(): Vector
deleteActivity(ddata: Schedule_Db): void
updateActivity(ddata: Schedule_Db): void
insertActivity(name: String, ddata: Schedule_Db): long
getDeviceList(): Vector
deleteSchedule(devicename: String): void
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Appendix B3: GUI Classes

Table B3-1: BioSim Class
+
"
+

BioSim
jDesktopPane2: JDesktopPane
jIFSchedule: JInternalFrame
jIFPowerPlot: JInternalFrame
jIFTempPlot: JInternalFrame
jIFStats: JInternalFrame
_model: SimModel
_simScroll: SimScheduleScroll
_powerPlot: SimPowerPlot
_tempPlot: SimTemperaturePlot
_statScroll: StatScroll
BioSim()
initComponents(): void
main(args[]: String): void

Table B3-2: SimScheduleScroll Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

SimScheduleScroll
_model: SimModel
_schedulePanel: SchedulePanel
_rowHeader: DevicePanel
_colHeader: XAxisPanel
_maxTime: double
SimScheduleScroll()
SimScheduleScroll(model: SimModel)
initComponents(): void
get_model(): SimModel
get_schedulePanel(): SchedulePanel
get_rowHeader(): DevicePanel
get_colHeader(): XaxisPanel
set_model(model: SimModel): void
addDevice(d: Device, lock: boolean): void
addEmptyDevice(device: Device): void
updateDevice(i: int, d: Device): void
findDevice(name: String): int
deleteDevice(sdevice: DeviceLabel): void
modelChanged(): void
initPanels(): void
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Table B3-3: StatScroll Class
+
+

StatScroll
_inodel: SimModel
_jTAStats: JTextArea
StatScroll(model: SimModel)
initComponents(): void
modelChanged(): void

Table B3-4: SimPowerPlot Class
SimPowerPlot
_model: SimModel
SimPowerPlot(model: SimModel)
modelChanged(): void
get_maxY(): double
getPreferredSize(): Dimension
getMinimumSize(): Dimension
getMaximumSize(): Dimension

Table B3-5: SimTemperaturePlot Class
SimTemperaturePlot
model: SimModel
+ SimTemperaturePlot(model: SimModel)
+ modelChanged(): void
+ get_maxY(): double
+ get_minY(): double
+ getPreferredSize(): Dimension
+ getMinimumSize(): Dimension
+ getMaximumSize(): Dimension

Table B3-6: SchedulePanel Class
SchedulePanel
+ SchedulePanel()
+ setSize(width: int, height: int): void
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Table B3-7: ActivityPanel Class
ActivityPanel
_popupMenu: JPopupMenu
_addltem: JMenuItem
_device: DeviceLabel
_backgroundColor = SimAttributes.backgroundColor: Color
_dragging = false: boolean
ActivityPanel(device: DeviceLabel)
initComponents (): void
mouseReleased(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseClicked(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseExited(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mousePressed(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseEntered(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseMoved(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseDragged(mevt: MouseEvent): void
add(c: Component): Component
extend(c: Component): void
getPreferredSize(): Dimension
getMinimumSize(): Dimension
getMaximumSize(): Dimension
getDevice(): DeviceLabel
actionPerformed(e: ActionEvent): void
doAdd(): void
addNewActivity(start_day: int, start_hour: int,
start_minute: int, stop_day: int.
stop_hour: int, stop_minute: int): void
+ calcDay(x: int): int
+ calcHour(x: int): int
+ calcMinute(x: int): int

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Table B3-8: DevicePanel Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

DevicePanel
_model: SimModel
_j?arent: SimScheduleScroll
_devices: Vector
DevicePanel(parent: SimScheduleScroll, model: SimModel)
mouseReleased(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mousedicked(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseExited(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mousePressed(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseEntered(mevt: MouseEvent): void
getDevices(): String[]
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Table B3-9: Activity Label Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ActivityLabel
_data: Schedule_Db
_oldx: int
_device: DeviceLabel
_dragging = false: boolean
_updateDB = false: boolean
_popupMenu: JPopupMenu
_deleteltem: JMenuItem
_moveItem: JMenuItem
ActivityLabel()
ActivityLabel(sDb: Schedule_Db( device: DeviceLabel)
initComponents(): void
paintComponent(g: Graphics): void
getPreferredSize(): Dimension
getMinimumSize(): Dimension
getMaximumSize(): Dimension
get_data(): Schedule_Db
getDuration(): int
set_data(sDb: Schedule_Db): void
setOnTime(t: int): void
setOffTime(t: int): void
setDuration(d: int): void
calcX(): int
calcY(): int
calcWidth(): int
calcHeight(): int
calcOnTime(int x): void
calcOffTime(width: int): void
hScroll(x: int): void
doMove(int x): void
doResizeRight(x: int): void
doResizeLeft(x: int): void
mouseReleased(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseClicked(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseExited(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mousePressed(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseEntered(mevt: MouseEvent): void
actionPerformed(e: ActionEvent): void
doDelete(): void
doMove(): void
mouseMoved(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseDragged(mevt: MouseEvent): void
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Table B3-10: DeviceLabel Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

DeviceLabel
_device: Device
_parent: SimScheduleScrol1
_popupMenu: JPopupMenu
_deleteltem: JMenuItem
_model: SimModel
_locked = false: boolean
_activityColor = Color.orange: Color
DeviceLabel()
DeviceLabel(parent: SimScheduleScroll, device: Device,
model: SimModel)
initComponents(): void
get_name(): String
get_power(): double
get_heat(): double
get_schedules(): Vector
get_model(): SimModel
get_device(): Device
isLocked(): Boolean
get_activityColor(): Color
set_name(name: String): void
set_power(power: double): void
set_heat(heat: double): void
set_locked(lock: boolean): void
set_activityColor(ac: Color): void
delete(): void
mouseReleased(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseClicked(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseExited(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mousePressed(mevt: MouseEvent): void
mouseEntered(mevt: MouseEvent): void
actionPerformed(e: ActionEvent): void

Table B3-11: AbsoluteLayout Class
+
+
+
+
+
+

AbsoluteLayout
AbsoluteLayout( )
addLayoutComponent(name: String, comp: Component) : void
removeLayoutComponent(comp: Component): void
preferredLayoutSize(parent: Container): Dimension
minimumLayoutSize(parent: Container): Dimension
layoutContainer(parent: Container): void

Appendix B4: Plot Classes

Table B4-1: PlotScroll Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

PlotScroll
_xyData: XYData
_pp: XYPlotPanel
__xp: XAxis Panel
yp: YAxisPanel
_xLabel: String
_yLabel: String
_plotWidth: int
__plotHeight : int
_inaxX= 0.0: double
_inaxY =0.0: double
_minX = 0.0: double
_ininY = 0.0: double
PlotScroll ( )
PlotScroll(data: XYData, xLabel: String, yLabel: String)
PlotScroll(plotWidth: int. plotHeight: int, data: XYData,
xLabel: String, yLabel: String)
initComponents(): void
get_xLabel(): String
get yLabel{): String
get_xyData(): XYData
get_maxX(): double
get_minX(): double
get_maxY(): double
get_minY(): double
set yLabel(label: String): void
set_xLabel(label: String): void
set_xyData(data: XYData): void
set_itiaxX (maxX: double) : void
setjninX(minX: double): void
set_maxY(maxY: double): void
set_ininY (minY: double) : void
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Table B4-2: XYData Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

XYData
_xVector: Vector
vVector: Vector
_maxX = 0.0 double
_minX = 0.0 double
_maxY = 0.0 double
_minY = 0.0 double
XYData()
get_x(index int): double
get_y(index int): double
get_maxX(): double
get_minX(): double
get_maxY(): double
get_minY(): double
size(): int
get_xArray( : double[]
get_yArray( : doublet]
toString(): String
addPoint(x: double, y: double): void

Table B4-3: XYPlotPanel Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

XYPlotPanel
_xyData: XYData
_plotLineColor = Color.cyan: Color
_backgroundColor = Color.black: Color
_maxX= 0.0: double
_maxY =0.0: double
_minX = 0.0: double
_minY = 0.0: double
XYPlotPanel()
XYPlotPanel(width: int, height: int, data: XYData)
paintComponent(g: Graphics): void
calcX(x: double, scale: double): float
calcY(y: double, scale: double): float
getPreferredSize(): Dimension
getMinimumSize(): Dimension
getMaximumSize(): Dimension
get_plotLineColor(): Color
get_xyData(): XYData
get_backgroundColor(): Color
get_maxX(): double
get_minX(): double
get_maxY(): double
get_minY(): double
set_plotLineColor(c: Color): void
set_xyData(data: XYData): void
set_backgroundColor(color: Color): void
set_maxX(maxX: double): void
set_minX(minX: double): void
set_maxY(maxY: double): void
set_minY(minY: double): void
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Table B4-4: XAxisPanel Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

XAxisPanel
_foreColor = Color.black: Color
_font = new Font( "Monospaced", Font. PLAIN, 10): Font
_label = "": String
_tickLength = 5: int
_majorUnit = 10.0: double
jninorUnit = 5.0: double
_maxX= 10.0: double
_minX = 0.0: double
XAxisPanel()
XAxisPanel(width: int, maxx: double, minx: double)
XAxisPanel(width: int, label: String, maxx: double, minx: double)
paintComponent(g: Graphics): void
calcX(x: double, scale: double): float
getPreferredSize(): Dimension
getMinimumSize(): Dimension
getMaximumSize(): Dimension
get_foreColor(): Color
get_font(): Font
get_label(): String
get_maxX(): double
get_minX(): double
get_majorUnit(): double
get_ininorUnit () : double
set_foreColor(c: Color): void
set_font(f: Font): void
set_label(label: String): void
set_maxX(maxX: double): void
set_minX(minX: double): void
set_majorUnit(major: double): void
set_minorUnit(minor: double): void
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Table B4-5: YAxisPanel Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

YAxisPanel
_foreColor = Color.black: Color
_font = new Font( "Monospaced", Font.PLAIN, 10): Font
_label = "": String
_tickLength = 5: int
_majorUnit = 1.0: double
_ininorUnit = 0.5: double
_maxY= 0.0: double
_minY = 0.0: double
YAxisPanel()
YAxisPanel(width: int, maxy: double, miny: double)
YAxisPanel(height: int, label: String, maxy: double, miny: double)
paintComponent(g: Graphics): void
calcY(y: double, scale: double): float
getPreferredSize(): Dimension
getMinimumSize(): Dimension
getMaximumSize(): Dimension
get_foreColor(): Color
get_font(): Font
get_label(): String
get_maxY(): double
get_minY(): double
get_majorUnit(): double
get_minorUnit(): double
set_foreColor(c: Color): void
set_font(f: Font): void
set_label(label: String): void
set_maxY(maxY: double): void
set_minY(minY: double): void
set_majorUnit(major: double): void
set_minorUnit(minor: double): void
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Appendix B5: Simulation Classes

Table B5-1: Simulator Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Simulator
PAUSED = 1: short
RUNNING = 0: short
HALTED = -1: short
_events: EventList
_state = RUNNING: short
_time = 0.0: double
_maxTime = 0.0: double
_dt = 1.0: double
_statsOn = false: boolean
_states[]: double
_statesPrevious[]: double
_globals[]: double
Simulator(nStates: int, nGlobals: int)
insert(e: SimEvent): void
cancel(e: SimEvent) SimEvent
now(): double
get_maxTime(): double
set_maxTime(time: double): void
get_statsOn(): Boolean
set_statsOn(flag: boolean): void
updateStatesPrevious(): void
doAllEvents(): void

Table B5-2: BioSimulator Class
+
+
+

BioSimulator
_simData: Vector
_tempOff = -1.0: double
_tempOn = 1.0: double
_autoDevices: Vector
BioSimulator{)
start(devices: Vector): Vector
doAllEvents(): void
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Table B5-3: SimEvent Class
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

SimEvent
_time: double
_state: String
_name: String
SimEvent(name: String, time: double, state: String)
SimEvent(name: String, time: double)
compareTo(y: Object): int
get_name(): String
set_name(name: String): void
get_state(): String
set_state(state: String): void
get_time(): double
set_time(time: double): void
execute(simulator: Simulator): void

Table B5-4: BioPowerEvent Class
BioPowerEvent
- _power: double
- _heat: double
+ BioPowerEvent(name: String, time: double,
power: double, heat: double)
+ BioPowerEvent(name: String, time: double, state: String
power: double, heat: double)
+ execute(simulator: Simulator): void
+ get_power(): double
+ get_heat(): double
+ set_power(power: double): void
+ set_heat(power: double): void
+ toString(): String

Table B5-5: EventList
EventList
+ insert(x: SimEvent): void
+ removeFirst(): SimEvent
+ firstTime(): double
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Table B5-6: State Class
State
- _sim: Simulator
+ State(sim: Simulator)
+ calculate!): void

Table B5-7: Statistics Class
+
+
+

Statistics
_sim: Simulator
_totalPowerUsed = 0.0: double
_avgPower = 0.0: double
_peakPower = 0.0: double
_peakPowerTime = 0.0: double
Statistics(sim: Simulator)
calculate(): void
toStringt): String
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Appendix C: AWESIM Chamber Model

The additional assumptions for this model are:
The microwave activity start times are exponentially distributed and the
activity duration is exponentially distributed.
The stove-top range will only be used at breakfast, lunch, and dinner; the
activity duration is exponentially distributed.
The positive temperature difference threshold is 1 degree Centigrade, and the
negative temperature difference threshold is -1 degrees Centigrade.

The AWESIM model for this system has two parts: discrete processes to model
the energy consumption/heat production for the devices, and a continuous model for the
increase in the temperature because of the heat transfer to the air from the devices.
The AWESIM network models the stovetop range process, the microwave
process, the blower process, and the heat rejection system. The part of the process
common to all devices (except the blower) is in a subnetwork, and the file output is in a
subnetwork. Figure C-l shows the main network processes for the stovetop range and the
microwave. The amount of power available is modeled as a resource with a limit of
100,000 Watts. This was set at an arbitrarily large amount since the power available was
not an important quantity for this study.
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A typical device process starts with a create node to produce the desired arrival
distribution. The assign node sets attributes of the device: power consumption rate
(DPower in Watts), heat production rate (DHeat in Watts), name (DName), amount of
time on (DServiceTime in minutes), and the amount of time heat is transferred
(DHeatTime in minutes). For this model, DServiceTime and DHeatTime are equal.
These attributes are needed to model the power consumption and heat transfer modeled in
the DPROC (device process). The device then exits the system.

Figure C-l: AWESIM chamber model
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The device process subnetwork (Figure C-2) models the common processes for
most devices, the blower being an exception. A device entity enters the NORMAL entry
point and data is immediately written to the output file using the TOEXCEL subnetwork
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(Figure C-3). This subnetwork simply writes the device name, time, power in use, and
temperature difference to a file. The file is in csv format so it can easily be imported into
Excel and produce charts and statistics. This data is written just before the device is on,
just after the device is on, just before the device is off, and just after the device is off.
The device enters the await node to be assigned power, then the heat transfer starts by
increasing the global variable QDotln by DHeat. A normal activity then lasts
DServiceTime minutes to model the amount of time the device is active. When the
device is off, DHeat is subtracted from QDotln to stop the heat transfer process, the
power being used by the device is freed, and the device returns to the main network.

Figure C-2: AWESIM device process subnetwork
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The process for the stovetop range is a typical device process. It starts with a
create node that produces three entities, one each for breakfast, lunch and dinner. The
first entity arrives at 420 minutes into the simulation (7 hours) for breakfast. The other
two arrive with a normal distribution of 300 minutes (5 hours) with a variance of 20
minutes.
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The process for the microwave is slightly different. The microwave is modeled as
a resource because it cannot have overlapping on times (can't be used by more than one
person at a time). Therefore, the microwave process has an await node to assign the
microwave resource and a free node to free the resource.

Figure C-3: AWESIM output file subnetwork
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The heat rejection process includes the blower and a thermostat. The blower
on/off is controlled by the thermostat so cannot be modeled with a normal activity, but
must use gates. The Cooling gate is initially closed. The process starts with a detect node
that creates an entity when the temperature difference exceeds +1C (thermostat switches
blower on). The global variable QDotOut is then set to 10 Watts to set the energy
transfer rate out of the habitat. The blower power consumed and heat transfer rate are
then set, the blower acquires power, and then waits for the Cooling gate to open. The
gate opens (blower turns off) when the temperature difference drops below -1C and the
detect node creates an entity to set QDotOut to zero. When the gate opens, the blower
turns off by freeing the power and then closing the Cooling gate to prepare for the next
cycle.

Appendix D: Scenario 2 Results
AWESIM

BioSim

Time Power Temperature
Device
(min) (Watts) (C)
Microwave
107.0
0
0.000
Microwave
107.0
1872
0.000
Microwave
117.0
1872
0.954
Microwave
117.0
0
0.954
Microwave
117.0
0
0.954
Microwave
117.0
1872
0.954
HVACBIower 117.5
1872
1.002
HVACBIower 117.5
4556
1.002
Microwave
118.0
4556
0.974
Microwave
118.0
2684
0.974
HVACBIower 131.0
2684
-1.012
HVACBIower 131.0
0
-1.012
Microwave
180.0
0
-1.012
Microwave
180.0
1872
-1.012
Microwave
186.0
1872
-0.439
Microwave
186.0
0
-0.439
Microwave
269.0
0
-0.439
Microwave
269.0
1872
-0.439
Microwave
278.0
1872
0.420
Microwave
278.0
0
0.420
Microwave
281.0
0
0.420
Microwave
281.0
1872
0.420
HVACBIower 287.1
1872
1.002
1.002
HVACBIower 287.1
4556
Microwave
288.0
4556
0.951
2684
0.951
288.0
Microwave
-1.004
2684
HVACBIower 300.8
-1.004
0
HVACBIower 300.8
-1.004
0
Microwave
319.0
-1.004
1872
Microwave
319.0
-0.813
1872
Microwave
321.0
-0.813
Microwave
321.0
0
-0.813
Microwave
0
350.0
Microwave
-0.813
350.0
1872
Microwave
-0.718
351.0
1872
Microwave
351.0
0
-0.718
Stovetop
420.0
0
-0.718

Time Power
Temperature
Device
(min) (Watts) (C)
Microwave
107
0
0.000
Microwave
107
1872
0.000
Microwave
117
1872
0.945
Microwave
117
0
0.945
Microwave
117
0
0.945
Microwave
117
1872
0.945
Microwave
118
1872
0.983
Microwave
118
0
0.983
HVAC Blower
118
0
0.983
HVAC Blower
118
2684
0.983
HVAC Blower
132
2684
-0.996
HVAC Blower
132
0
-0.996
Microwave
180
0
-0.993
Microwave
180
1872
-0.993
Microwave
186
1872
-0.430
Microwave
186
0
-0.430
Microwave
269
0
-0.420
Microwave
269
1872
-0.420
Microwave
278
1872
0.430
Microwave
278
0
0.430
Microwave
281
0
0.439
Microwave
281
1872
0.439
HVAC Blower
287
1872
1.002
HVAC Blower
287
4556
1.002
Microwave
288
4556
0.960
Microwave
288
2684
0.960
HVAC Blower
301
2684
-1.016
HVAC Blower
301
0
-1.016
Microwave
319
0
-1.012
Microwave
319
1872
-1.012
321
1872
Microwave
-0.830
321
Microwave
0
-0.830
350
0
Microwave
-0.821
1872
Microwave
350
-0.821
351
1872
Microwave
-0.735
0
Microwave
351
-0.735
420
0
Stovetop
-0.725
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Stovetop
HVACBIower
HVACBIower
Stovetop
Stovetop
HVACBIower
HVACBIower
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Stovetop
Stovetop
Stovetop
Stovetop
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
HVACBIower
HVACBIower
Microwave
Microwave
Stovetop
Stovetop
HVACBIower
HVACBIower
Stovetop
Stovetop
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave

420.0
450.0
450.0
470.0
470.0
470.6
470.6
492.0
492.0
495.0
495.0
645.0
645.0
653.0
653.0
714.0
714.0
718.0
718.0
969.0
969.0
972.0
972.0
996.0
996.0
1000.6
1000.6
1002.0
1002.0
1014.0
1014.0
1015.0
1015.0
1029.0
1029.0
1060.0
1060.0
1061.0
1061.0
1292.0
1292.0
1293.0
1293.0
1395.0
1395.0
1396.0
1396.0

1320
1320
4004
4004
2684
2684
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1320
1320
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1872
1872
4556
4556
2684
2684
4004
4004
1320
1320
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1872
1872
0

-0.718
1.000
1.000
-0.909
-0.909
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
-0.714
-0.714
-0.714
-0.714
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.279
0.279
0.279
0.279
0.565
0.565
0.565
0.565
1.004
1.004
0.924
0.924
-0.909
-0.909
-1.004
-1.004
-0.202
-0.202
-0.202
-0.202
-0.107
-0.107
-0.107
-0.107
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
0.084
0.084

Stovetop
HVAC Blower
HVAC Blower
Stovetop
Stovetop
HVAC Blower
HVAC Blower
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Stovetop
Stovetop
Stovetop
Stovetop
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
HVAC Blower
HVAC Blower
Microwave
Microwave
Stovetop
Stovetop
HVAC Blower
HVAC Blower
Stovetop
Stovetop
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave
Microwave

420
451
451
470
470
471
471
492
492
495
495
645
645
653
653
714
714
718
718
969
969
972
972
996
996
1001
1001
1002
1002
1014
1014
1016
1016
1029
1029
1060
1060
1061
1061
1292
1292
1293
1293
1395
1395
1396
1396

1320
1320
4004
4004
2684
2684
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1320
1320
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1872
1872
4556
4556
2684
2684
4004
4004
1320
1320
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1872
1872
0
0
1872
1872
0

-0.725
0.930
0.930
-0.888
-0.888
-1.016
-1.016
-1.012
-1.012
-0.735
-0.735
-0.725
-0.725
0.029
0.029
0.038
0.038
0.262
0.262
0.267
0.267
0.544
0.544
0.554
0.554
1.002
1.002
0.941
0.941
-0.882
-0.882
-0.945
-0.945
-0.197
-0.197
-0.191
-0.191
-0.105
-0.105
-0.095
-0.095
-0.010
-0.010
0.000
0.000
0.086
0.086

